
You can
alternate drop lengths

Scallop

Ladder

ChevronChevron
With a loop

3-layer Trellis

If you need help, please contact me!
grizel@medievalbeads.com, or 513-24-9202

 or visit http://www.medievalbeads.com

Joiner beads are shown in contrasing colors
for demonstration. You can use a different
color or not. You can also use gemstone chips,
peals, largers beads for these as well, larger
beads look especially nicer on the tip ends.

(adjust  number of beads to desired drape)

Double Scallop
(two passes)

2-layerTrellis

Chevron

You can
change drop types

Add more beads to drop and get



When you FIRST start out, you need to load a
thread with ALL of the beads to the point where
you go through a bead and turn around, this sets
the beginning for the rest of the pattern which you
will follow the patterns on page one.

This is more or less the visual to keep in your head
while working, a figure eight type path that goes
in one direction. Where you turn will be by going
through a edge of your fabric or through another
bead, or series of beads. It’s really easy I swear!

What it’s not is period. Well, not this exact
result anyway. They more or less just dotted hems
with pearls.  This however is very pretty and pretty
is OK too. I think this is more Arabic in looks, but
who really cares REALLY?

I suggest you use beading thread and beading
needles. Most Walmarts or craft stores will have
both. You can use dental floss in a pinch, but the
bead floss works a little better - seed beads are
small.

First, start with a nice healthy knot, try to hide it in
the hem, then stitch over the knot in the hem a
couple times to just anchor it. Keep this small.

Now, you are ready to start. I always suggest
starting in the middle of a side, corners are hard
enough without bringing starting off into the mix.

The reason we are doing this is to build up a
stock pile of gifts for war.  I am asking every
one learning this to make at LEAST one veil
for Her Majesty Aly’s Royal Goody Bag.

When you are finished with your veil or
handkerchiefs, please pin a slip of paper with
your name, SCA name, SCA Location and
MUNDANE ADDRESS AND PHONE  on a
corner, pack it in a padded envelope or small
box and send it to:

Jen Funk Segrest
3217 Keays Ave.
Middletown Ohio 45044

If you need more help call me: 513-424-9202
email: grizel@medievalbeads.com
or visit:http://www.medievalbeads.com

If you are doing a round item, start anywhere.
You’ll end up where you started.

You can use any beads you want, but I highly
recommend glass seed beads. You can use
tiny faux pearls, gemstone beads or chips,
anything really, as long as it has a hole you
can at least use it for the drop ends.

Cool colors to use for main colors: white, gold,
silver, black, clear lighter colors.

Great colors for “joiners” could be anything,
but if using white I suggest gold or silver, if
using gold and silver for the main I sugest
black for the accents joiners.

Have fun this is easy... you can do a large veil
in a few evenings once you get accustomed
to it.

Just be careful to do nice constant spacing. If
you like find an item, or use your finger to help
you gauge spacing till you get accostomed to
it. You could, if you are really self-conscious
use LIGHT pencil dots on the hem and then
when finished, tie into a tube sock and machine
wash to remove pencil and handling marks.

FINISHING:
When you reached where you began, you
might have to run your threaded needle with
some beads to join any parts that need joined,
by the time you get done that will seem pretty
obivious, if not call me.

When you are done, run your thread through
an inch or so of hem, then make a series of
smaller knots directly into the fabric as close
to, or inside of the hem as you can. If you are
unsure, make a simple knot and leave your
remaining thread hanging loose. I will tie it off
for you when you mail them in. I will be checking
them anyway.

 = ONLY for first rows

In the case of the chevron with loop pattern, the
first step is to follow the flow of the pattern and
count the beads to the red line, in this case, load
on 3 sequences of “1 joiner, 4 beads”, then you
take the thread through the joiner indicated on the
pattern where the red line is.

This is as hard as it gets. After this it is singles
sequences.

First step for the
CHEVRON WITH
LOOP pattern.


